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Stock Transfer Request Plugin 

This feature was designed to make it easier for different warehouses to request and control 
stock from each other. 

 

We have added menu options for Find Transfer Request, New Transfer Request and 
Transfer in Transit.  

A warehouse would request stock from another warehouse. This request can be amended as 
required. No transfer of items occurs on request. The Warehouse being requested from can 
also amend the request and make it in transit confirming what is to be sent.  

In Transit moves the stock from normal selling stock to the in transit location at the 
requesting warehouse. So it cannot be sold and the warehouse getting the stock can see the 
qty in transit to them. The user can print off a delivery/pick note document from the form 
using the toolbar print button to send the goods to the other warehouse. A goods in Transit 
can be voided putting the stock back into the original warehouse and locations. 

When the goods arrive at the requesting warehouse they would convert the Transfer in 
Transit to a transfer completing the process. i.e. moving the stock from the In Transit 
location to a normal selling type location.  
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The form above is the Transfer Request form. It is asking for a requesting warehouse and 
where the stock is to come from.  

If ignore stock levels is on then you can transfer any qty of stock. If not then as with any 
normal transfer the stock has to be free. A request can be for any qty regardless of free 
stock qty. The user will only be able to make stock in transit up to the free stock qty level 
though. When trying to save it will tell the suer what they are short if any.   
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This above is a request from the MAIN warehouse to the LON warehouse for 2 item lines. I 
can void the request, edit the request and confirm as in Transit.  
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By clicking the Confirm in Transit button in the toolbar the transfer request now becomes In 
Transit so the stock has moved from a normal selling location to the LON warehouse to the 
in transit location at the MAIN warehouse.  

I can void this Transfer in Transit which puts it back into normal stock at the LON 
warehouse.  
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I can Receive the transfer using the toolbar button which means I am taking it from the 
MAIN in transit location and into a normal location at the MAIN warehouse. The actual 
location can be changed by the user if required.  

 

Clicking the receive transfer toolbar button produces a normal transfer to save and close to 
complete the In Transit Transfer.  
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To summarise for one of the example items.  

Transfer Request    
No Movement of Stock 

Transfer in Transit   
Movement of Stock to In Transit Loc. at the Requesting warehouse . 

Transfer in Transit Completed   
Movement of Stock from In Transit Loc to Normal Loc at requestingwarehouse. 

 

Find Transfer Requests list has tabs for Outstanding, Voided and completed. 

 

The Find Transfers in Transit list has tabs for Outstanding, Voided and completed.  
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In Transit shows what stock is on its way from other warehouses. Potential Stock includes In 
Transit stock.  

 

Print button in the toolbar has a layout like a pick note / delivery note.  

 


